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Title word cross-reference

\((4n - 9)/3 \) [YYN10]. 0 [ESAA18, Hu18]. 1
[ESAA18, Hu18, SCK15]. 2
[ABMOK10, ABMM+12, SNMSA10, SG17,
SCK15, WW05]. 3 [ABN+06, CG12,
EMSY12, EPR06, VPS14, WL06]. \(g\)
[YHL+20]. \(K\)
[LC19, BBFN10, FY20, Khe16, ZWMR20]. \(n\)
[FY20, ZWMR20]. \(p\) [SO18]. \(st\) [CT08]. \(t\)
[ERA07].

-adic [SO18]. -ary [FY20, ZWMR20].
cubes [FY20, ZWMR20]. -D [WW05].
diagnosable [ERA07]. -dimensional

[SG17]. -exclusion [BBFN10].
good-neighbour [YHL+20]. -means
[LC19]. -nearest [Khe16]. -order [CT08].

1 [RCSQ09].

2 [BM07]. 2008 [DS09]. 25th [Sto10].

802.11 [MBB10, SCCrL06, SK14].

Accelerating
[FFHK19, FA08, MUIN13, UIN14].
acceleration [OMKN17, TNTI16].
accelerator [ESAA18, SEM14]. access
[AWGW08, BB09a, CL06, EMERF15,
MUIN13, YHY05]. accesses [ST11].
Accuracy [RCSQ09, Aba19, DSI11, GST07].
Accurately [HSL10]. achieving [BWHR07].
Acoustic [HBB+17]. across [Khe16, RGS06].
Activation [DBD11, SK18a]. active [PB13].
Actor [AGB10]. actual [OCV15]. actuators [Vol17].
Ad [MB10, AH10, BBF10]. achieving [BWHR07].
Adaptive [HBB+17]. across [Khe16, RGS06].
Activation [DBD11, SK18a]. active [PB13].
Actor [AGB10]. actual [OCV15]. actuators [Vol17].
Ad [MB10, AH10, BBF10]. achieving [BWHR07].
Adaptive [HBB+17]. across [Khe16, RGS06].
Activation [DBD11, SK18a]. active [PB13].
Actor [AGB10]. actual [OCV15]. actuators [Vol17].
Ad [MB10, AH10, BBF10]. achieving [BWHR07].
Adaptive [HBB+17]. across [Khe16, RGS06].
Activation [DBD11, SK18a]. active [PB13].
Actor [AGB10]. actual [OCV15]. actuators [Vol17].
Ad [MB10, AH10, BBF10]. achieving [BWHR07].

describing [BB09b]. Design [Li10a, Mi07, SO19, TA017, AC19, BB09a, HSS09, KKKK18, Mah11, SR13].
designs [AAAA16]. destination [WS13].
destination-based [WS13]. Detection [MA09, ADL16a, ADL16b, AKE13, BCJ06, CB10, CAS11, ERA07, HB14, IS14, 
NRR15, SY07, SS17, SR12, SR13, WS13].
detector [LA13]. Determining [BJ19, LC15].
deterministic [SK15].
detouring [LGW13]. Developing [SP09, Kon18].
development [Fre16, PB13, SAN17]. Diagnosability [CQ02a, WM20, ZW020, FY20, RW20, YY111, YHL12].
diagnosable [ED05, EA07].
diagnosis [ER14, EN16, EG18, HL16, YYN10].
DIBS [JZ11].
different [KZWS19, LT15, RG06, Vr17].
digital [AI05, SO17, TLO19].
dilated [LZ07]. dilemma [AS16].
dimensional [BM07, KN15, SG17, SA19].
dimensions [LT15].
Directing [GB19].
direction [LS13].
direction-based [LS13]. discharge [LVZ18].
discovery [Hu18, MSH08].
discrete [KK18, Nak14a, TLO19, Vr17].
disjoint [US16].
dispersion [CS14].
disruption [DK10].
dissected [OJ10].
dissemination [LK08].
distance [MUN13].
distinguishing [EF18].
Distributed [LGW13, SRT09, WC11, XC13, AKE13, BD14, BTK19, COZ08, DB08, DP09, FN11, GAC16, GP08, Gu06, 
HLZ12, IS14, JJJ12, Kin16, KX05, LMS16, LC15, MDJ10, PB13, SN14, SCK15, SR12, SMOK06, WBP16, WvTB19, Xu06, YS09, 
ZS18]. distribution [GSSR17, HWS08, RCS09, ZB09H19].
distributions [Cd016]. dividing [CML10].
Divisible [SMOK06]. domain [BB09b].
dominating [IA11].
DOT [LLC16].
Drawing [ZKG17].
driven [GKB11, IB15].
dual [JZ11, JW06, YZ13].
dual-cube [JW06].
dual-cubes [YJ13].
during [STM12].
dynamic [AP18].
Dynamic [LVZ18, ACY05, Bu09].
dynamically [BF06].
dynamics [BMB19].
edger [RB013].
eavesdroppers [ZYM17].
echo [Kon18].
Eddie [Ano17].
Eden [Wac19].
edge [HH13].
edges [FY20, WM20, ZW020].
editor [Ano18e, Xia08].
Editorial [ATA07, AD010, Ano05, Ano09, Ano13, Ano18d, Li10c, Sto10, Sto15, Ano14, Ano15b, Ano16].
editors [VS18a]. effect [ABMM12, ACY05, SG17, Vr17, WB15].
effective [Car18].
efficacy [OT17].
efficiency [NJ19, RMK19, RCS09].
Efficient [BB011, DA15, RN012, SA10, AKE13, AC19, BCJ06, CR13, HRF10, HD05, IS14, 
IK08, MUN13, MB10, Mic19, SK15, SKP13, SCP09, TB18, VSB07, VBA12, WW05, XC12, YWZ12].
effort [TJKY10].
eigenvalue [GPZ08].
elastic [RMK19].
election [SS18].
Electric [MCY13, JWZL13, MMS17, Oga17].
electrical [MBC18, VO17].
electron [SO19, TA017].
electronic [SRTE09].
element [BWHR07, BM07, KT17].
elements [BJ19]. elimination [RCS19].
ELM [SS18].
embedded [GH10].
emergence [MJ17, ZBH09].
Emergent [Zha18, KF07].
emerging [OA17, Wa09].
empirical [SD07].
emulated [GST07]. emulated- [GST07].
emulation [DV08]. enabled
[BMM12, Mis07]. enabling [AAH08].
encoding [AAAA16]. encounter [CWT14].
encounter-based [CWT14]. encryption
[CFZ+10]. end [SK14]. end-to-end [SK14].
Energy [AKE13, CR13, HDK05, ZD19,
ZPW10, ACV19, AZS17, Che06, DA16,
GHMSR12, LS19, MT08, MBB10, RSR15,
SKP13, TBMB18, XCI2, DA16].
Energy-efficient [AKE13, CR13, ACV19].
Energy-optimal [ZPW10]. energy-saving
[MT08]. engineering [KK18]. Enhanced
[CSW11, LL08, LHL+20, WM09, YHL+20].
Enhancement [HGBP19, WIWL12].
Enhancing [LMS16]. enriched [BDT07].
Ensemble [HRR+14]. ensembles [CMM17].
Ensure [SS18]. Entropy [SN14].
Environment [AZS17, AK18, HSSS09,
Kon18, SRG+11, SMS15, WWLW18].
Environment-sensitive [AK18].
Environmental [JMA17]. environments
[AAH08, AAK16, ATARY09, Chi09, LC15,
Nas10, SCJM14, SPBD05]. enzymatic
[Pri17b]. enzyme [FK17]. enzyme-based
[FK17]. EOMP [MDJ10]. epigenetic
[Wal10]. Erlang [Kar12]. erosion [Saf18].
Error [BP09, CWT14]. estimating
[MAG+19]. estimation [BPS+11].
Euclidean [MUIN13]. evaluation
[AP12, ADOKM10, ACV19, GS11, Li10a,
Li10b, Mah11, SCCrL06, SEM14, SZG+20,
TAO17, VRVG11]. evaluations [MS16].
events [Iba08]. Eventually [CB10].
evolution [Bab16, OCV15]. Evolutionary
[KZS17, CdO16, ERA07]. exactly [MDJ10].
exchange [BJS]. exchanged [RW20].
excited [KKK+18]. exclusion
[BBFN10, DB08]. execution
[EdM16, HLZ+12, PL19]. exhaustive
[SMS15, TNT116]. expanded [ZWMR20].
experiences [PK07]. Experimental
[Aga11]. experiments
[CEW+10, EFBAY18, FBC+15]. explained
[Aki16]. explicit [MAG+19]. Exploiting
[MT08]. Exploration [AMuHK15].
exploring [AK18]. exponential [RCSQ09].
expression [MM15]. expressions [Pri17b].
Extending [CdO16]. extensible [GB08].
extension [BSG+16, CTS+11, GHRS07].
Extra [HH13, LHL+20]. Extracting
d[MBI09]. Extraction [Iha08]. eye
[EPR06].

failure [LAA13]. Fair
[EMERF15, TJKY10, VRV12]. fake
[ZYM17]. fake-message [ZYM17]. families
[JWWZ16, Mar18]. Fast
[BPS+11, LZ07, DBB19, HL16, LC15,
SA19, XCIW13, dAGG+19]. Fast-Sec
d[AGG+19]. Fault [DYZ09, ER14, US16,
WW05, ZWSH14, ERA07, EN16,
EG18, JW06, KLMW10, LL08, NNR15,
SS17, YZ13, Zha16]. Fault-tolerance
[ZW08]. Fault-tolerant
[US16, WW05, JW06]. faults
[AACL13, EDN05]. FDFM [AIN13]. FDR
[SS17]. feasibility [ZD19]. federated
[FBC+15]. feed [Sha06]. feed-forward
[Sha06]. HELIX [FBC+15]. FEM [GST07].
Ferlo [EFF+19]. FET [KK17]. Fifty
[Hö120]. file [AGMI13, AGK+19, HLZ+12,
WCW13, ZMX+13]. filter [SA19]. filtering
[LK08, Pri17b]. Finding [QGA07, SSZ18].
fingerprint [TZG16]. fingerprint-based
[TZG16]. finite [AKOKK08, BWHR07, BM07,
CB10, EFBAY18, KTD+19, VRVG11].
finite-buffered [VRVG11]. finite-element
[KTD+19]. firely [LC19]. fitness
[Ric18, ZD19]. Flexible
[CT+11, YHT18, XCI2]. flooding [MD13].
flow [BM07, TJKY10]. fluidic [FK17].

FMSLPP [ZYM17]. folksonomy
[AXM+15]. forecast [TB16]. forecasting
[XFCH08]. forensic [BH17]. formal
[WA08]. formalise [SO18]. forward
[SA08]. forwarding [CSW11, KMT18].
Foundations [SK18a]. FPGA
[AIN13, CFZ+10]. FPGA/ASIC [CFZ+10]. FPGA/ASIC [CFZ+10].

framework
[BSG+16, BTK19, DP09, FBC+15, KTD+19, KX05, LS19, MSM+12, TZG16]. frameworks [AM11]. free frameworks [AM11].

FPGAs [ET09]. fractal [Ric18].

function
[DBD11, KKKK18, OT17, TAMM15]. functions [CG12, Pan18]. future [AZS17, CQS20a].

G [WL06]. GaAs [KK17], GaAs-based [KK17]. gadgets [ZD19]. Gait [SSS+17].

game [AAK16, EG18, OT17]. Garden [Wac19]. GarQ [SCPB09]. gates [Pri17b, Sch17]. gateway [KMS10].
gateway-based [KMS10]. gaze [EPR06]. GCA [JEH09]. GCC [Xia08]. gene [MM15].
general [BCL09]. generalised [DYZ09, SR12, YYN10]. Generalized [YMLC07]. generated [XZY20].
generation [AR14, BH11, Fer06]. generations [Chi09]. generator [TNTI16].

Generic [GW09, HSS09]. Genetic [Sin17, Bul09, EDN05, GKB11, SMOK06].
Genetic-variable [Sin17]. genomic [FNRV15]. geographic [LS13, LGW13].
geometric [DKN10]. geothermal [SSZC18]. German [Sie10]. Getting [DV08].

Global [KMS10, CEW+10, JW06, MJGA17, SG17, ZYM17]. Gnutella [HWS08]. good [YHL+20].

Google [GB08]. governing [SN14]. GPGPUs [CS19]. GPU [ADL16a, ADL16b, BCL09, EILB19, MUN13, TNTI16, UN14, YW11].

GPU-based [ADL16a, ADL16b, YW11]. GPU-LMDDA [ADL16a]. GPU-OSDDA
[ADL16b]. GPUs [DD11, Nak14b]. gradient [LR06, SEM14]. grand [SBC+05].

graph [AGM13, MM15]. graph-theoretic [MM15]. graphics
[ABN+06, CIM+09, HRR+14]. graphs CFQS12, CHJ+14, COKOX16, QTCM20, WM20, ZX20, YYD11]. Gray [AR14].

grey [DBD11]. grey-level [DBD11]. grid [BH11, DA09, HB14, HLZ+12, MZYG13, OGD11, SCJM14, SS17, SRG+11, SCPB09, VBA12, ZPW10, COZ08, GB08, PK07, Tra11]. grid-based [DA09, ZPW10]. grids
[BWHR07, DSI11, GKB11, KR17, LAWS14, LSB+14]. Gridscape [GB08]. Group
[LK08, SK18b, Wac19, WCC09]. Group-aware [LK08]. groups [Kim16].
guard [LZ05]. Guest [Li10c, Xia08]. guide [Bul16, HSS09].

Hadoop [WCW13]. half [WA20].

Hamiltonian [DYZ09]. Hamiltonian-connectivity [DYZ09].

Hamiltonicity [DYZ09]. handoff [LZ05]. Hardware [ESA18, KF07, OA17, GST07].

hardware-oriented [GST07]. harmony
[ESA18]. harvesting [ZD19]. hats [ZKG17]. healthy [SSS+17]. heap
[GACdM16]. heterogeneous
[Chi09, DNP12, GACdM16, MS16, MT08, MSHH08, Nas10, SPBD05, SS12].

heuristic [Li10b, Mah11]. Hidden
[KKK+18]. Hierarchical
[BWHR07, ESMY12, MS16, HLY11, Nas10]. Hierarchical-based [EMSY12]. hierarchy
[WCC09]. High
[KR17, ECL+14, HL16, LZZ+10, LH10, SNMSA10, SP09, SHSS09, SS18, DS09].

High-performance
[KR17, SNMSA10, SHSS09]. Highly
[ZMX+13, DW05, SKZ12, Wal08]. Hilbert
[HL07]. Hilbert-order [HL07]. History
[Yan20, CL06, MSTMCV120, Sie20]. HMM
[EMSY12]. hoc [AAH08, BBF10, Che07, DW05, DB08, IS14, MBU10, RG06, SCCrL06, SK14, SS18, SKZ12, YHY05, NJ19, WCW11, XM10, MB10]. home
[HÖ12]. homogeneous [GACdM16].

honecomb [ZYLH09]. hop [CTS+11].

hop-count [CTS+11]. Hopfield [ER14].

Hilbert [HL07]. History
[Yan20, CL06, MSTMCV120, Sie20]. HMM
[EMSY12]. hoc [AAH08, BBF10, Che07, DW05, DB08, IS14, MBU10, RG06, SCCrL06, SK14, SS18, SKZ12, YHY05, NJ19, WCW11, XM10, MB10]. home
[HÖ12]. homogeneous [GACdM16].

honeycomb [ZYLH09]. hop [CTS+11].

hop-count [CTS+11]. Hopfield [ER14].
host [DSI11], hosted [uDZD16], HPC [ECL+14, MSM+12], HPRD [LH10], hub [RSR15], Human [LFL19, JWWZ16], human-computer [JWWZ16], hybrid [BWHR07, JWWZ16, LW07, SS13, SPBD05, WCL14, WFK18, XFCH08, YWGH13], hydro [HBB+17], hyper [RCSQ09], hyper-exponential [RCSQ09], hyperbolic [Mar18], hypercube [HH13, YHL+20], hypercube-like [HH13], hypercubes [LHL+20, RW20, US16], hypergraph [MTW12], Hypothesis [NNRS15, HB14], HyTeG [KTD+19], I/O [RBU13], IDA* [Mah11], identical [DNPT12], identification [MBCB18], identifier [HYJ16], identifier/locator [HYJ16], identity [BMM12], identity-based [BMM12], IEEE [AWGW08, MBB10, SCCrL06, SK14], IFR [LL08], I [GB08, SBC+06], image [CMM17, DBD11, DD11, Gor06, KF07], images [AIHA05], IMAKA [SK15], IMAKA-Tate [SK15], immune [BMB+19], impact [HBS08, KBAO19, YW11], impacts [MAG+19], implement [CCLT08], Implementation [KK17, AIN13, AAAA16, ACV19, BCL09, GG11, Mic19, SHHM17, SO17], implementations [Nak14a], implemented [NGA13], Implementing [Kar12, LAA13, YHT18], Implications [NA12], importance [BJ19], Improve [PWL09, RBU13, SS12, YWGH13], improved [KMS10, SR12, TLO19], Improvement [ATARY09, Aba19, IBCC15], Improving [CCO19, CWT14, DSII1, HLY11], in-memory [OMKN17], incentive [WCL14], incentives [KA12], incident [MJGA17], increasing [LT15], indexing [Urr08], Indoor [WvTB+07, LS14, SK15], infection [BMB+19], information [CVFC19, CSAdS15, JW06, NA06, Nos18], informed [WM13], infrastructure [FK17], inhibition [SK18a], initial [GBMB19, SBC+06], input [LLW06], input-crosspoint-queued [LLW06], insolation [SSS18], inspired [SO19, SK18b, Suz05, Wal08], Insulin [SAN+17], insurgent [Ha12], integral [RNMQ12], integrated [BRW+15, KX05, LHIN09], Integrating [CFZ+10], integration [CLM+17, GB08, KMS10, LDB+14], integrative [MAG+19], Intel [EdM16], Intelligence [SK18b, KK18, KKKK18, SMS15], intelligent [LWZ08], inter [SK18b], inter-group [SK18b], interacting [Ben07], Interactive [KPK13, WvTB+07], interconnection [CQS20a, GS11, HH16, Mi07, QA07, VRHG11], intermittently [LS13], internal [VRHG11], internal-priority [VRHG11], Internet [HYJ16, OCV15, WCC05, Zho06], interpreter [DD11], interval [JZZ11], intranet [SK18b], intra- [SK18b], intra-tree [DNPT12], intra-tree-shaped [DNPT12], Introduction [Xia08], intrusion [CS16, IS14], invariance [Ric18], investigation [Su07], ionising [SR13], IPv6 [WCY15], IPv6-based [WCY15], ISRL [LWZ08], Issue [ADOKM10, Yu15, Ano06, Cho08, FNB11, Guo14, OA17, RH07, Tra11, VS18b, Xu06], issues [FRNV15, IP08, Mi07], Japan [Yam20], Jaya [Mic19], job [HLZ+12, PL19], journey [Akl20], Journeys [SBC+05, SBC+06], kernel [BMPV14], Kinect [KPK13], knapsack [ESAA18, Hu18, RNMQ12], knowledge [ABF15], KpyrRec [Urr08], landscape [Aba15], landscapes [Ric18].
language [AGM13, DD11]. languages [SHSS09]. large [BWH07, CEW+10, EDN05, FBC+15, JWL13, SS18].

large-scale [CEW+10, FBC+15]. last [Sha20]. lateral [SK18a]. Lattice [PGL16].

classification [AGM13, DD11]. classification [SHSS09]. large [BWH07, CEW+10, EDN05, FBC+15, JWL13, SS18].

large-scale [CEW+10, FBC+15]. last [Sha20]. lateral [SK18a]. Lattice [PGL16].

classification [AGM13, DD11]. classification [SHSS09]. large [BWH07, CEW+10, EDN05, FBC+15, JWL13, SS18].

large-scale [CEW+10, FBC+15]. last [Sha20]. lateral [SK18a]. Lattice [PGL16].

classification [AGM13, DD11]. classification [SHSS09]. large [BWH07, CEW+10, EDN05, FBC+15, JWL13, SS18].

large-scale [CEW+10, FBC+15]. last [Sha20]. lateral [SK18a]. Lattice [PGL16].
[EILB19]. metatypes [GHSR07]. Method [CCLT08, CML10, WWLW18].
methodology [SK18b]. metric
[NJ19, SJ06]. metrics [MB10]. Mexico
[MSTMCVL20]. microblogging [Fre16].
microsensor [ZPW10]. middleware
[ABN+06, COZ08, LDB+14]. migration
[LL08, LWD15]. migration-enhanced
[LL08]. Min [GACdM16]. Min-heap-based
[GACdM16]. miner [Mon07]. Minimising
[GHMSR12]. minimum [Che06, XC12].
mapping [AMV07, BTK19, Dje07, LC15].
mise [Car18]. missing
[FY20, WM20, ZWMR20]. mixed
[KK18, GST07]. mixed-precision [GST07].
MM* [WM20]. MMPP [RCSQ09].
MMPP/M/1 [RCSQ09]. mobile
[ABN+06, AM11, BF06, CXXC06, CL06,
CSA14, CFK17, DB08, HDK05, IS14, KX05,
LS13, LZ05, MDJ10, NJ19, SS18, Sin17,
SKZ12, TZG16, WCC05, WL06, WCL14,
Xu06]. Mobility
[WCY15, Aba19, GHMSR12, RGS06]. mobility-aware
[RGS06]. Model
[Kuz18, AGM13, Ben07, COZ08, CH14,
DCL17, DA16, EFF+19, GS11, JEH09,
JW06, JMA17, LLCZ16, MTTW12, MAG+19,
RW0, RMK+19, SHB17, SR12, TLO19,
WM20, WM09, WM13, XFC08, YYD11,
YHL+20, ZWMR20]. model-based
[AGM13, WM09, WM13]. Modeling
[Sha06, HBB+17, Pri17b]. Modelling
[BMB+19, HHY13, Ila12, Nas10, ST11,
VRV11, YS09, AAk16, AOKK08,
DHRCB10, KBA019, PGL16, SOKM05,
ZD19]. models [BMT19, FNB11, Iha08,
KN15, Luk18, Nak14a, Nak14b, NKC18,
Pan18, RGS06, Wa08]. modern [SEM14].
Modified
[VSPK18, BPS+11, ER14, GSSR17].
Modulation [SG17, SKP13]. mold [SO19].
molecular [Oga17]. molecule [Oga17].
Monetary [KA12]. monitoring
[GB08, HB14, XFC08]. monotone
[WW05]. Monte [HRR+14, WWLW18].
most [DV08, MM15]. motion
[BPS+11, Kuz18, Vre17]. motorways
[AP12, AAAS+13]. mould
[AP12, AAAS+13, Jon16, MJGA17].
movement [KZWS19]. movie [Mon07].
MRI [EMSY12]. Multi
[AP18, JTZX05, SK18b, ADL16a, AWGW08,
BMPV14, CG12, DW05, DB08, ERA07,
GS11, GSSR17, Jon16, JMA17, KLMW10,
KN15, KA12, LWS+10, MTW12, Mic19,
ST11, SO19, SHSS09, SEM14, TP11,
WBP16, YHT18, YWCC09]. multi-agent
[Jon16, JMA17, TP11]. multi-attributive
[KA12]. multi-class [GS11]. Multi-Cohort
[SK18b]. multi-core
[BMPV14, Mic19, SEM14]. multi-cores
[KN15]. multi-dimensional [KN15].
layer [YHT18]. multi-layered
[S19]. Multi-objective [AP18, MTW12].
multi-paradigmatic [SHSS09]. multi-path
[DW05, YWCC09]. multi-processor
[ERA07]. multi-rate [AWGW08].
multi-routing [DB08]. multi-scale [CG12].
Multi-shared-trees [JTZX05]. multi-tenant
[WBP16]. multi-tree
[LWS+10]. multi-type [GSSR17].
multi-unit [ADL16a]. multi-versioned
[ST11]. multi-writer [KLMW10].
Multicast
[RGS06, HRF10, JTZX05, MDJ10, YHWWZ12].
multicomputer [SOKM05].
multicomputers [ABMK10, ABMM+12].
multicore [AR14, EMERF15, FFHK19].
multidimensional [Urr08]. multigrid
[KTD+19]. multihop [Li10a]. multilayer
[EFF+19]. Multimedia
[BDT07, Dje07, GR07]. multiphysics
[BSG+16]. multiple [BBFN10, GSSR17,
IA11, Li10a, YW11, ZCT07].
multiplication [HLP07]. multiprocessor
[RNMQ12]. multitask [GS11, VRV11].
multithreaded [Mah11]. MUSIG [DBD11].
multithreaded [DB08].
[LSB+14]. Optimised [DA16, SMS15, DBD11, VPS14].

Optimising [RSR15]. Optimistic [Zha16, Guo06]. optimization [MS16].

optimizations [LR06, optimized [Pri17b]. optimum [SYLS07]. OptiMUSIG [DBD11]. orchestration [FBC+15]. order [CT08, HLP07, MAO19]. ordering [HRF10].

organisation [AGK+19, GBMB19]. organised [Ila12]. organization [HDK05]. organizing [ZCT07]. Oriented [DS09, CCLT08, ECL+14, LLW06, XFCH08, GST07]. oscillator [MJGA17]. OSDDA [ADL16b]. Out-of-core [CIM+09].

overhead [HSL10, ST11]. overlay [LZS+10]. overlays [CFK17].

P [LLCZ16, SSS18]. P-DOT [LLCZ16].

P-ELM [SSS18]. p2p [MD13, LW07, LZS+10, Tra11].


Papers [Xia08, MW08]. paradigm [YHY05]. paradigmatic [SHSS09]. Parallel [AR14, BTK19, BM07, Chi09, DHRCB10, EFBAY18, Gor06, HRR+14, Mah11, PK07, AAAA16, BCJ06, BPS+11, BSG+16, BB09b, EMSY12, EDN05, FNB11, JEH09, KF07, Li05, Li10c, MTW12, RNMQ12, RH07, Sha06, SEM14, SMS15, Sto06, Wal08, dMDBS09, CDF+07, DS09, HSSS09].

Parallel/High [DS09]. parallelisation [BMPV14, EdM16, FFHK19]. parallelism [ACY05]. parallelization [ELIB19].

parameter [SN14]. parameters [MBCB18].


partitionable [Li05]. partitioned [Khe16]. Partitioning [AM11, LCG18, MTW12].

passing [Fer06, SCK15, ZMX+13]. past [CQS20a]. Path [CL06, DW05, EdM16, YWC09].


peeking [LAWS14]. Peer [OJ10, Aga11, CZXC06, CFK17, Fre16, LWZ08, PWL09].
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